CHARITY WORKERS EXTEND GLORIOUS
SUPPORT FOR MOTEC IN GHANA.
At times Charity work can be cumbersome especially considering arrangements to
pay working visits to difficult terrains in Africa. It is especially so when some of the
volunteers are foreign to the host country and flights arrive in the city late, when
restaurants are shut or shutting and night travelling with foreigners creates a picture of
a trip reminiscent of the dark Africa of colonial amplitude.
Motec has been very blessed with support from individuals of amazing heart and
character. At the beginning of Motec Campaign and to date, some members of the
Ghana International Spouses Association have been very helpful. To mention a fewMrs Heward Mills, Mrs Adelita Bediako, Dita Owusu Ansah, Mrs Estelle Appiah and
others have been extremely helpful. Mrs Florence Benson of Pokuasi Estate has also
been marvellously supportive. Collaborations are emerging between Motec and
Medlab through Mrs Rosemary Keating. All these ladies are on high profile jobs but
have been kind to put in the extra time and money to support Motec. Fund raising has
been one of the other activities that our representative in Accra, ‘Estelle’ has been
working hard on.
Recently another lady of extraordinary talent and kindness has stepped in to support
Motec. She is Liz Rees of Accra. This lady has taken on Motec in a big way and is
hosting most volunteers, looking after accommodation and food as well as chauffeur
services in Accra this October. Elizabeth Rees is a Personal Assistant by profession
and worked with the airline industry for 20 years. Presently, Liz is Events Planner and
also involved in rentals and catering services for all occasions dedicates a significant
part of her life to charity work.
There is a surge of gentlemen also supporting Motec. Mr Lal Gokals of Gokals
Limited –Optical and Pharmaceutical Services is part sponsoring the paramedic
workshop planned for Koforidua on 23rd October. Mr Safori of Johnson and Johnson
Accra also has been supporting our public education programmes in many ways.
Next year in October, God providing, a fund raising football game between Motec
Life UK and our supporters in Ghana may be organised in Accra or elsewhere to raise
funds for our projects and indirectly draw public attention to our objectives. May I
reassure you that the paramedics will be on standby during the game. Our sincere
gratitude to all these wonderful people.

Seen in the picture are Mrs Ofori-Atta and Ms Liz Rees in Accra September 2008.
BRAVO!

